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Labor and Employment 

Ignacio Eloy Sánchez López is a partner in Garrigues’ Labor and Employment practice, where he has pursued
his professional career since September 2000. He has actively participated in various corporate restructuring
processes at important companies throughout Spain and also in collective bargaining procedures. He has also
acted as legal counsel before the labor and judicial review courts, in a wide variety of proceedings. Since he
started his career, he has provided recurring advice to important companies on many different labor matters,
has participated in due diligence processes, provided labor law advice on mergers, the spin-off of companies,
etc. He has a degree in law from Universidad de Oviedo and has been a member of the Oviedo Bar Association
since December 22, 2000.

Experience

Ignacio Eloy Sánchez López is a partner in Garrigues’ Labor and Employment Law Department and joined the
firm in September 2000.

Since he started his career, he has provided recurring advice to important companies on many different labor
matters (consultations, preparation of reports on specific matters, advice in mediation processes before
SERLA, SASEC, etc.), has participated in due diligence processes, provided labor law advice on mergers, the
spin-off of companies, etc., has actively participated in restructuring procedures (collective layoffs, temporary
layoffs with suspension of contracts, material modifications to working conditions, the temporary
disapplication of collective labor agreements, etc.) at important companies throughout Spain. He has also
actively participated in a large number of very diverse legal proceedings (individual lawsuits such as layoffs,
cases involving monetary claims, social security, etc.), collective proceedings such as challenges to collective
measures (collective disputes, collective layoffs, material modifications to working conditions, arising from
occupational accidents etc.), representing important companies.

He has also actively participated in the negotiation of collective labor agreements.

He is fluent in Spanish and English.

Academic background



Law degree, Universidad de Oviedo, 2000.

Teaching activity

He has given many seminars, conferences and courses on labor and employment law, social security and
occupational risk prevention.

Publications

He has authored a number of articles on labor and social security law. 


